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The reason why I cannot do this with a Smart TV is, I could have a TV with no cable or satellite, and I need to have the correct TV tuner chips to do this, however, I dont live in an area where cable companies have the cable, so I need to use a digital antenna and the only problem with that is the Smart TV wont work with the antenna. The Roku is
exactly what I would have liked to use but had no tv to do the job as I said above. I would like to share some news about my experience with people in this field. The smart tool is so simple and useful for me. Finally, I found a program that helps me to convert & decrypt channels with the original HDCP. This method is easy to use, no need a Pro

version. It will make the conversion by just 1 click. Well, if youre asking me, YOU ARE. I have a DirecTV HDHD converter, a MegaTv and Sanxoxy HDMI Splitter. All working fine. In fact, I use the DirecTV converter all the time to record football games on the MegaTv. To move the DirecTV to Sanxoxy splitter, I just plug-in the Sanxoxy, plug the
DirecTV to the Sanxoxy and wait for the menu. Select the option to view the menu on the DirecTV ( I always have the local channel on because of the, ahem, benifits of the local channel ). The menu choices are: Set up > Setup. Select Setup. Select the option to view the menu on the Sanxoxy. Select the option to view the menu on the DirecTV.
Select Sanxoxy > View SD menu. Select the option to view the menu on the DirecTV. Select DirecTV > Exit. Thats it. No error messags and the recording is flawless. I also have no problem when viewing the recorded DirecTV shows on my HDTV. I use my DirecTV to hookup the MegaTv all the time, which is perfect for me since its the only way I

can watch a channel in a system that I can not hookup to a TV. I have not experienced any glitch with all three together. The only glitch I see is when using the Sanxoxy as a direct HDMI from the HDTV. Which is why I use a Prime Video converter and then a Sanxoxy as a splitter. If it is a IR, (RCA) DirecTV converter, then all should be well.
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